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Join us for our VIP at the University of Arizona Inaugural Poster Session!

The Vertically Integrated Projects (VIP) program at the University of Arizona is holding its Inaugural Poster Session on Monday, March 25, from 2-4 p.m. in the Forum (First Floor) of the Health Sciences Innovation Building at the University of Arizona Tucson campus.

The event is open to the public and will feature posters from VIP teams from across campus, representing multiple programs, disciplines and areas of inquiry. With a strong focus on undergraduate research, the VIP program provides course-based opportunities, as well as federal work-study opportunities, in faculty-led projects in research, design and creative inquiry.

Who is invited: Leaders and participants in all active VIP teams, as well as family, friends, special University guests and community members interested in undergraduate research

Schedule:

- 2:2:15 Welcome & Snacks
- 2:15-3 Even-numbered posters presented
- 3:3:45 Odd-numbered posters presented
- 3:45-4 Poster awards

About Vertically Integrated Projects

The VIP program at the University of Arizona was established in 2020 and is part of the international VIP Consortium. The Consortium promotes an educational model that simplifies access to research opportunities and leverages inclusive mentoring practices, both with the aim of increasing the participation of undergraduate students, especially from groups that have been underrepresented in academic research.
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